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The paper discusses the possibility of appl@tg u specifiic 
rule indtdiorr ulgorithm, 103 io varivuv jinunciui data 
analysis tasks. These tasks include noi oniy model 
building hut also inrerpreting the oufpuls of financial 
models. The algorithm is showa to have ma&r drawbu.t:&.s 
us a modelling tool, some of which carq over to the part 
processing task. Thti filet thatJ%a~zciirl wri&vs are ofterr 
measured on a ration scale also causes problems. Thti 
paper examines .~lutions !o the key problems and 
provides the basis on which analysrs can judge the 
suitaMity of the algorithm @ti,r {heir own applications. 

1: Introduction 

The paper discusses the possibility of applying ID3, 
Quinlan’s rule induction algorithm, to the analysifi o! 
financial data 111. There have been various reported 
financial applicrttiuns. For cxamplc, Tam and Gang 
apply it to the problem of financial failure prediction [2]* 
Braun %  Chandler use a development of ID3 known as 
ACLS for sttlck market prediction [3j, and Race and 
Thomas 141 use the algorithm to interpret the oufputs of a 
financial simulation model. 

Race CPL Thomas, for example, create a sittlulatiou 
model of an invcstmcnt decision. Various attributes are 
assigned values during a run of the model, some 
;iccording !o appropriate probabiiity density functions, and 
some according to management choice. Each run of the 
model generates an NPV value for the investment and a 
set of attribu?e va!ucs. Unfortunatc!y managers had 
difficulty in determining whether their choiLuts or random 
events were the key determinants of interesting model 
c,utnomes. Race and Thomas therefore ran the model 
repeatedly to generate a r-i& set of outputs and used ID3 to 
cxtract a set of IF...THEN rules which summansed these 
outputs. 

The algorithm’s alternative roles, as a financial 
modeliing tool, and as a post processor of the outputs of 
financial models, are both commented on in this paper. 

‘The algorithm is seen as having major drawbacks as a 
mode!!ing too!, some of rvhich carry over to the post 
processing application, though as is described the ptat 
processing application also offers significant benefits. An 
analysis of these drawbacks, together with possible 
solutions to some of them, arc presented here The trade 
off between drawbacks and benefits must be evafuatcd each 
time it is proposed to try the algorithm in a new context. 

2: The ID3 Algwithm in Action 

ID3 derives a tree of IF...THEN rules which 
classifies the obsemations in a data set. To I’unction, the 
algorithm requires a sei of abservatlons classified by 
decision outcome and attribute. The outcome variable 
must bc represented by exhaustive, non overlapping 
categories ra!hcr than by a continuous mcasurc. For 
example, net present value (NPV), originally measured 
on a ratio scale, would have to be represented by a finite 
number of NPV categories. NPV of course lends i tsell 
to this treatment: NPVrO and NPV<O are catcgorics 
with decision significance, the former signifying that 
shareholder value will be increased by the de&on under 
consideration, or at least not worsen& Each attribute 
variable must also bc represented by exhaustive, non 
overlapping categories. For example the attribute, 
rkmand in t ime period I, might be rcprescnted by the 
categories, high, medium, and low. 

An example of an appropriale data set is given in 
Table 1. The table shows a situation in which a 
project’s , NPV and hence the choice between projects, 
is affected by the state of demand in years 1 and 2. There 
are two projects A  and B, NPV is identified as good (g), 
average, (1’) or bad (b), and in each year, demand can bc 
tither high (h) or fow (I). The situation has tlccurred 
repeatedly, and hence it has been possible to record the 
frequencies with which different combinations of 
outcome and attribute variable lcvcls have occurred. 

In this ca.se NPV is the outcome variable, with its 
value being determined hy three attrib~u~e variables, the 
choice of project, the state of tfemand in year 1, and the 
state of demand in year 2. 
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WV III D2 I’RCM FREQ 
e h h A 4s 
b h I A 12 
b I h A I2 
b I I A 28 
\ h h B 48 
b h I B 12 
b i II B i2 
b 1 i b 28 

Table 1 
Data S&able For ID3 

I%riefiy, the ID3 algorithm &rks as ~~~iiows: 
a\ Take each oi’ the attribures in turn and check to see 

how well each one explains the spread of 
nbsen;ations over the outcome variable’s categories. 
This requires lihe io~~slructic~n of a set of contingency 
tables of which Table 3. based on the effect 01 
project choice on NPV, is an exampie. The body ot 
lhe lable includes the frequencies with which 
particular combinations of attribute and outcome 
values occur. 

PROJ A 
PROJ B 

OUTCOME=NPV 
G V B 

48 0 52 
0 4% 52 

Table 2 
Cmtingsncy T8bl8 For 

Pro/ect Choice 

Olirer similar labies based on slale oi’ demand in 
years 1 and 2 would aIso be constructed. The single 
attribute which besl explains the pattern ol’outcomes 
~OZIX tk firsi bran&ins poinl in a ruie tree. ‘Bd 
explains’ might be given conlent by selecting the 
conlingency table with lhc highest Chi- square value, 
for exattple. On this basis, a!tribute Dl is the most 
important. 

6) New contingency tables, similar to Table 2, but 
where each !able contains on!y the observalions 
relating lo one oi’ the categories of the successful 
attribute variable chosen at step a) are now 
ctmstrucled. TaMe 3 shows the relevant contingcnq 
table for the attribute, project choice, given that 
Di=h. Only iour of the rows In ‘i’able 1, the I’lrst, 
second. fifth and sixth, are relevant. (Anolher bble 
based on DI=h, and similar tables for stlltc of demand 
in year 2 M’IWIJ aiso bc constructed.) Once again 
using Chi-square as a crierion, then given that Di=h 
has already occurred, demand in ycer lwc? best 

explains the data. 

PROJ A 
PROJ B 

OUTCOME-NPV 
G V B 

48 0 12 
0 48 12 

Table 3 
Contingency fable For 

Project Choke Olven Dish 

c) The process continues until either no more 
altributes are iefl or ail the data has been correctly 
classified. The outcome of the process is a rule 
tree, in this case that shown in Figure 1. 

Proj - 

=> Bad 

‘A =>Good 

B =>Average 

Figure 1 
A Simple Rule Tree 
(Ueing Chl-aqua@ 

Pao [SJ gives a description of the ID3 aigorilhm 
adqualc lo ~upporl the deveiopment of computer code. 

The potential attracliveness of the form of output 
produced by ID3 to managers is obvious: it is a tree of 
IF...TI-IEN ruics growing from a common rood, in this 
case the slate of demand in year I. 

3: Branching Criteria 

A key queslion in coding the algorithm is how to 
decide which attribttte best allocates the data into outcome 
categories. In the de.scription of the algorithm given above 
Chi-square is used, not unreasonabiy given that the aim is 
contingency tabie analysis. However this is c>nJy one of a 
variety of selection crileria u-hich have been suggested. 
They link to Shannon’s work on Information theory 161. 

According lo Shannon. given a set of possible 
W~SWWS of a random e\‘ent, the amount of information 
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available about which single outwine will ocher depends 
on the probabilities assigned to the outcomes. In general, 
if all the outcomes have equal probabitities. then there is 
no information about which outcome will occur. If there 
are 10 or fewer possible outcomes then a signal resolving 
the uncertainty need contain only 1 digit, if 100 or fewer 
outcomes then 2 digits, if loo0 or fewer outcomes then 3 
digits. Thus, in gene&, for N outcomes the number CJ~ 

digits required to signal which outcome wiil occur is 
related to the logarithm to base IO of the number 01 
possible outcomes. Log:@ is known as the logical 
variety of a situation, and measures the missing amount 
of information required to uniquely identify the eventual 
outcome of the ra&om event. 

Of course if some outcomes are similar and the 
outcomes can be regarded as a set of categories of 
outcomes, then the amount of missing information is no 
longer log ION. If Ki out of N outcomes are similar for 
each of a set of categories, jr-1 ..I, then the amount 01’ 
missing information, or entropy, is: 

The second part of this equation is Quinlan’s branching 
criterion, the information measure, IM: 

IM = ~(KlIN)logl& 

Quinlan’s IM measures the reduction in “difficulty” of 
assigning observations to outcome category using a single 
~ttributc \&abic. It is 2irlculatcJ for each such variable: lu 
allow them to be ranked. Race and Thomas and Mingers 
f7] use both a simple Chi-square measure and G, a 
contingency table statistic fecund in Sokai & Rohif IS] atd 
which is identical lo an information based measure found 
in Kullback 191, as alternatives to IM . However, IM, G 
;ind Chi-square are ali closely linked. The Chi-s+are lest 
statistic and G are both approximations to the Chi-square 
distribution, but G can be a belter approximation in the 
tails of the distribution [!O]. 

If the outcome variable has only two categories, the 
choice between the three alternative selection criteria does 
not appear to have any significant implications. In 
producing the rule tree in Figure 1, Chi-square was used as 
much for computational coavenience as lbr any other 
reason. (As will be discussed later t.he choice of measure 
to govern the selection of which attribute variable to 
branch on is not an insignificant one when the outcome 
variable has more than two categories.) 

Whatever branching criterion is adopted when 
implementing iD3, experience indicates that a tie breaking 
mechanism has to be introduced. It is not necessarily the 
case that a best atlribute is unambiguously indicated. 

4: ID3 as a Modeiling Tool 

The algorithm is not difficult to apply if an 
appropriately structured data set is available. However, 
there are conceptual problems involved which are not 
discussed in the literature and which the financial analyst 
needs to be aware of. 

4.1: Modeliing Y. Compkxky Reduction 

Quinlan’s original work dealt with chess endings. This 
type of data is complex but deterministic, and the original 
objective which ID3 was designed to achieve was 
complexity reduction in deterministic data. In the chess 
endings example redundancy waq eliminated; infnrmation 
was not thrown away. The outcome of the analysis was a 
represcnhtion or description of the data, not a model in 
which some chru~cteristics had been deemed unimportant 
and thus ignored. 

However, when the aim is lo produce a model Of a sol 
of stochastic, financial data. the task is to retain 
regularities which are seen as characteristics of the 
population, and to throw away details which are .secn as 
sample specific. The resulting model therefore holds less 
inl’orm2tion than the original data sample. ID3 has no 
automa:ic control over the complesity of the model it 
produces. Either al1 observations will be correctly 
classilied, or the algorithm will simply run out of 
attributes to use. Without some form of stopping rule, an 
alternative description of the stochastic data set rather than 
2 model, will be produced. This over fitting problem has 
implications for the ability of the resulting rule tree to 
predict or classify when faced with a new data set. 

Mingers attempts to cope with this problem of an 
alternative description being produced, rather than a model 
being built, by first letting the algorithm generate an 
eniirc rule t~ae, and then pruning it back. Both G and Chi- 
square, the attribute selection measures he uses, allow a 
test of statistical significance of a branch in the rule tree. 
Pruning starts from the :ips of the branches and **o&s 
back until a significant branching point is found. (An 
alternative, potentially more effective, approach is to 
evaluate the signific;tnce of the entire rile trcr bcforc and 
after deletion of a node. Whatever approach is chosen, 
some such limitation on the scope of the rule tree 
produced is necessary for finzrncial modelling purposes.) 

4.2 Model Extraction or Model Imposition 

There is a second, more significant, problem with the 
algorithm as a modelling tcxjl. An analogy should serve to 
make it clear. It is well known that a linear reg,ression 
produces the best straight line fit to a set of data even if a 
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curvilinear rcpreserniition is a more appropriate 
representation of the data set (Residuals analysis should 
of course highlight the fact that the linear model is not 
appropriate before the model is put to use.) A similar 
issue arises in the application ol‘ the lD3 algorithm. A 
nested hierarchy of IF...THEN n&s will be pnrduced even 
if this hierarchical feature is not actually presenl in the 
data. The hierarciri& fe&,ire wan present in Quinian’s 
chess endings data because a m of moves was 
involved. The investment example data used above 
potentially have this hierarchical feature because they are 
generated by the sequence, project choice, demand state in 
year I, fdioWtd by demand slate in year 2. 

However, it is eavy lo envisage data generation 
mechanisms in finance which are not sequentiaf. The 
frequent need to model financial statement data bv 
simuitaneoua equation systems identifies one such 
situation. Unfortunateig the applicalion of ID3 lo such 
data will stilt generate a nrodel tuiued on the ;Issumpion 
that an hierarchical structure is present. The 
irlappropriateness of the model will only become evident 
when 11 is put lo use, for predictive purposes say. 

4.3: Bayesiau Adjustments 

-4 third proMem which must be recognised wheu 
considering the value of the ID3 algorithm as a modeiiing 
tooi for stochastic data is tha.1 it is necessary to consider 
the absence of any use of prior probabilities in the 
approach. The algorithm works with relative frequency 
J&L The avaiiablc 4U.t i)n rclativc licquencics stem from 
the available sample. As with all classification analyses. a 
key question is whether these sample relative frequencies 
iire adqile reflections of population lalative foquencies. 
Some discussion of Bay&an priors would seem 
mandatory therefore if a modeiiing application of ID3 is 
under consideration. 

4.4: Ignoring AvaibMe Infbrmation 

A fourth problem with ID3 as a modelling tool is that 
it requires that some information which may be present in 
;q data se8 he thrown away before the analysis can begin. 
The algorithm assumes that ail variables are simply sets 
01’ unordered categories. Thus II’ the original data is 
measured using a ratio, interval, or even ordinal scale, 
rnformation must be thrown away before the analysis can 
begin. This problem is particuiariy signiiicant in a 
Iinancial context where the key question is usually not 
whether alternatives are di,ffercnt, but rather how good they 
iHe. Ciasses, dcfirvd by ranyes of NPV vaiucs replace 
NPVs measured on a ratio scale, to avoid spurious 
precision. 

A!% OEdered categories 
This loss of information is unfortunate in itself, but 

also links lo a further problem. The translation from say, 
NW measured on a rdlio scale, to a pair of NPV classes 
may not bother an analyst, since difference and ordering 
are equivalent. In this we ID3, using any of IM, G, or 
Chi-square wiii perform acceptably. However if more than 
two classes are needed for the outcome variable, because a 
mwure of degree of goodness or badness of NPV is 
required for example, then problems can arise. 
Experimentation shows that different rule trees can emerge 
depending on whether IN, G, or Chi-square is used as a 
branching criterion. If the data given in Table i are now 
reanaiysed using IM as the branching criterion then the 
rule tree shown in Figure 2 emerges. As can be seen this 
differs from lhal in Figure I. Mingers has also observed 
this type of phenumznon. 

The crucial point is that whichever of the three 
branching criterion is used, ID3 is unable to reliably 
capture any ordering among the resulting classes, i.e. 
NPV-S, &NPV<T, NPVzT, is a problem. The grouping 
of good and average versus bad in Figure 1 is a 
coincidence, rat&r than a consequence of any ability to 
appreciate rankings which is built into the algorithm. A 
cursow examination of Figure 2 shows that good is now 
paired with bad, while knowledge of the ordering involved 
suggests it should he paired with average, as happens to 
be the case in Figure 1. 

H, Proj 

Dl 

i 

t B, 

L => Bad 

=> Bad 

=> Average 

3 Bad 

Figure 2 
A Simpk AU!8 Tr88 (Using IM) 

5: ID3 as a Post Proceamr 

As has been said earlier. iD3 has been used as a post 
processor of the output of a financial model. Race and 
Thomas have attempted lo use the algorithm to post 
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process the output of a financial mcticl of an investment 
decision. This potentially allows a manager to gain more 
information about the relative importance of the various 
factors in the model in generating classes of NPV 
outcomes. 

The conceptual problems associated with a model 
interpretation exercise are less severe than those associated 
with a model building exer~isc. Although the data set to 
be analysed may be generated by a siochasGc process, this 
particular use of ID3 is closer to the work of Quinlan than 
it is to a modeliing acttvlly. The modclling activity has 
already been done, but the model still produces complex 
output which it is difficult for a manager to understand. 
The aim of using ID3 is thertiforc CII-I~ again complexity 
I-cd&on. 

;S an output interpreter should be easier than selecting a 
situation in which to apply ID3 as a model building tool. 
After all the model structure is already known. The 
obvious candidate is a decision tree model of an 
investment decision [l I]. There is an outcome variable, 
and there are decision points and random events to form 
the set of attributes. 

Neither the pruning issue nor the issue of Bayesian 
adjustment are relevant in this context. The pruning issue 
can be ignored since a variable selection process will have 
been involved in UK bulildin@ of the original model. Thr 
Bayesian adjustment issue will be irrelevant since the 
model output will by definition reflect the probability 
patterns present in the model. 

There arc two powntial advantages to be gained from 
using fD3 to post process the outputs of a decision tree. 
Firstly, the relative ‘importance of attributes may bc 
high!ighted by examination of their Iocations in an ID3 
generated rule tree. Secondly, the rule tree may be a much 
simpler construct than the original decision tree. In what 
follows the reader should take care to distinguish between 
the decision tree being analyscd, and the rule tree which 
results from the analysis. 

6.1: identifying Attribute Importance 

However the application of iD3 is still beset with twtj 
of the problems previously idcntific& Firstly the ongtnal 
trmdel may not involve an hierarchical structure, yet the 
rule tree is always derived on the assumption that it does. 
II‘ an hierarchical rule tree is relevant for output 
interpretation, why did it not constitute the onginai 
model? The model developed by Race and Thorna is nnl 
c~hviously sequential and there must then be a danger that 
rcpreseiiting its 0utpul using u tree of II~...‘TlrilS ruIcs 
will not enhance a manager’s understanding of what is 
going on. 

A simple example shows what is involved in 
generating a rule tree from a decision tree. The decision 
involves a choice between project A and project B. 
Whichever project is chosen, demand will be high or low. 
The decision tree is shown in Figure 2. 

Likelihood 
H (0.3) -. I5 

Outcome 
G 

A (0.5) / 

The second remaining problem is that any order 
information present in model output continues to bc 
ignored in the rule trees ID3 produces. 

x / 

\ 
L (0.7)- .3s - G 

\ 

H jO.3)- .I5 G 

B (0.5) / 

\ 
6: Non Hierarchical Strnetures L (0.7) -.3s B 

There is no mechanical solution to this problem of ID3 
imposing an inappropriate hierarchical rule structure on a 
set of data. All that can be done is to bc sensitive to the 
problem. If the system generating the data is a human 
creation e.g. bank managers classifying loans as at risk, 
then a rule based model might then be anticipated to be 
present - though not necessarily an hierarchical rule free. If 
the system is a natural one then the appropriateness of a 
modei expressible as rules is more doubtful. All that can 
bc done is to consider the suitability of a lree of rules as 
an underlying model a priori, and then to test lhe rule tree 
( IU a hoid out Nampic. 

Figure 2 
Simple hcirion Tree 

The identification of a model lo which ID3 can be applied 

An unusual element in the tree is the assignment of 
equal probabilities to the branches of the decision node. 
The interpretation is !hat there is no reason prior to the 
analysis to prefer one project to the other. Muftipiying 
probabilities along a branch gives the “likelihood” of that 
particular branch’s outcome clcrurring. The dala xct 
shown in Table 4 is consislent with the decision tree in 
Figure 2. The iikeiihoods shown at the ends d’ decision 
tree branches in Figure 2 have been scaled to generate the 
frequencies in Table 4. 
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mlcc*ne AtlribUcS Frcqs., significanl benefit of the technique. However, it should be 
hand Project recognised that the dislribution of likelihood across 

G H A 15 decision tree branches can atlcct lhc fimn of the rule tree. 
G L A 35 To ensure that information about robustness/degree of 
G H B 15 control becomes available the rule tree should be ca&ully 
B L B 35 examined to see if equivalent trees exist. 

Teble 4 
Datm Suitable For 103 

In order to decide which attribute is most importan 
two contingency tables are cn~ed, Tables 5a and 5lx 

Project 

OutWIne Outcome 
G B G B 

H 30 0 A So 0 
lhtiard Proj 

L 3f\ 35 B 15 35 

Ji. 

i 

=>GOOd 

High r;> Good 

B Demand 

-i 
Low aBad 

Figure 3 
Rule Tree For The Simple De&Ion Tree 

Table Sa Table Sb 
Contingency Tab&e For LO3 6.2: Compkxity Reduction 

The value in a cell is the sum oi’ the frequencies 
zsociated with the particular tiourse of action/outcome 
combination. It is worth pointing ou1 at this stage that a 
scaling factor can be applied to the contingency 1ab!c 
elements to ease calculations. There is no absolute size of 
sample in this context. All the contingency table elements 
really represent are relative frequencies. Therefore as Ictnp 
;W the same scaling factor is applied to each contingency 
iLlbic, relali\c Chi +;quare ~Jucs .say, Lvill remain the 
same. Since them arc only iwo output categories. the 
choice between Chi-square, IM, and G is irrelevant. The 
C&square figure for the demand attribute is 23. I. For &he 
project attribute the Chi-square value is 53.8. The project 
decision is then the key attribute in determining the 
4 W.comc. 

The rule tree in this simple case is shown in Figure 3. 
The implication of this rule tree is that the decision maker 
ts ‘in contra!’ of the situation. His decision is a: the root 
of the tree: his decision is the most important determinant 
(>f the final outcome. Another way of viewing this is to 
say that a rohu~t prjlect, A, is available 10 him. An 
analysis of this view of robustness, the ability of a 
declslon lo produce an accepeable outcome under a wide 
range of future conditions can be found in Berry [l2]. il 
differs from that popularised ‘by Rosenhead which 
cmphasiscs the modiiiabiiity of a decision sequence I13 I. 
Robustness. as interpreted here, is associated wi1h early 
appearance of project choice in the rule tree. 

This simple example demonstrates the mechanics of 
post processing a decision tree, and highlights the 
possibility of identifying ‘in control’ situations. However, 
in such a simple decision the manager could have mn the 
conlrol possibility by simply examining the decision tree. 
Unfortunately, as the decision tree under analysis becomes 
more complex this task becomes more difficult. Post 
processing can present a simpler picture if the underlying 
logic 0i the decision being investigated allows it. 

A more complex example, similar to that presented in 
Magee 1131, will therefore bc analysed. There are three 
allernalive decisions, ‘A’ involves modernising an 
existing factory, ‘B’ closure and expansion of facilities 
localed elsewhere, and ‘C’ modemisation and expansion ol 
the cxisling fat tory. The consequences of the decision are 
modified in the ensuing three time periods by the state of 
demand. In each time period demand can be high (H). 
medium (M), or low (L). The probabilities of’ a given 
state of demand in periods 2 and 3 are conditional on the 
state of demand in period 1 and 2 respectively. Three 
levels of outcome are identified, excellent (3). good (2). 
and bad (1). The probability values used arc as shown in 
Tables 6,7, and 8. 

The Fiji tha1 1he 1ransformation from decision 1ree to 
rule tree can highligh1 the exlent to which a manager is 
‘in conlroi’ ralher than subject to the whims 01. nalure is a 

Demand Probability 
H .07 
M .43 
L .5 

Table 6 
Time Pwlod 1 
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Ckill i ld D2=I-I Dl !=M D2;;L 

Dl=H .6 .4 .O 
Dl=M .4 .45 .15 
Di=L .15 .5 .35 

Table 7 
Time Period 2 

Demand D&H D3=M D3=L 
D2=H .8 .2 .O 
D2=M .6 .35 .05 
m=l.. I:! .6 ,7 .e 

Tnble 8 
Time Period 3 

Using this data, and assigning equal probabilities to the 
three decision alternatives, the Likelihood figures 
associated with each of the 81 de&ion tree branches can 
bc calculated. They are shown in Table 9. Note that the 
xcros in the conditional probabiliry tabtes mean that some 
blanches in the decision tree represented by Table 9 have 
xro probabilittes themseives. They therefore do not 
t’cature as possibililies in the reahty being modelled, and 
uill not be reflected in any rule tree produced. These 
brmches have therefore been excluded from Table 9. 

Demand at Stage 
I - ? 3 
1-i H H 
l-f 1-i M  
f-l M  H 
H M  M  
I-i M  L 
M  H H 
.%I H M  
%I M  I4 
M  M  M  
M  M  L 
M  L H 
M  L M  
M  L L 
i., Ii H 
I, H M  
1, M  H 
I. M  M  
1, M  L 
L L H 
I, L M  
I, L L 

Outcomes 
A  B  C 
2 3 3 
2 2 1 
2 2 7 i 
2 2 7 - 
i i i 
2 3 ? 

2 2 2 
2 2 3 
2 2 2 
1 1 1 
I ! 1 
1 1 I 
I 1 I 
2 ! i 
1 1 1 
1 L I 
I I 1 
1 1 1 
I 1 1 
1 1 I 
1 I 1 

Table 9 
Tabular Rqwesentmtton Of A De&ion Tree 

The distribution of outcome values 1,2, and 3 is 
generated by the pattern of causality present in the model. 
If demand al stage 1 was the sole determining variable of 
output, the pattern would be different to that which would 
hold if project choice was of paramount importance. The 
lack of obvious pattern suggests that the logic represented 
in TaMe 9 as it stands is rather more complex lhan either 
of the simple causal models just mentioned. 
The ruie tree that results from the application of ID3 to 

the data in Tables 5.6, 7, and 8, is shown in Figure 4. 

1 M=>I 

., DY2 

VI, DY2 

Figure 4 
The Rule Tree For Table 9 

This is a much simpler cons!ruct !han !he origina! 
decision tree. The original 81 outcome branches in the 
decision tree which were summarised in Table 8 have been 
reduced to 17 rules. This degree of complcsity rednction. 
81 decision tree bmnches to 17 rules, is of course not 
always possibie. Figure 5 shows the rule tree generated by 
another decision tree generated by one possible set of 
changes Co the distribution of 1 s, 3s, and 3s. in Table 9. 
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Proj 

Z, DYI 
. 

Figure 5 
Complex Rule Tree Based On A Variant Of Table 9 

The rule tree in this new scenario shows 40 rules. The 
complexity reduction is theiefore much less than was 
achievable with the original version 01‘ the problem. 
However, project choice is at the root of the rule tree for 
I his new version of the problem. This was not the case for 
the version of the pro&m that generated Figure 4. Now 
menagement has a degree of control over the outcome not 
present in the less complex situation oripinaily analysed. 

Project C is a robust choice, never leading to a ‘bad 
outcome. This insight transforms the problem for the 
manager. 

The rule tree of Figure 4 indicates that the marqer is 
not in control. There is therefore an incentive to either 
delay project start, if that is possible, to allow demand 
uncertainty to resolve itself. AIterndtive!y the manager 
may decide to revise the details of the alternative projects 
to make their pertormance less sensitive to variations in 
demand. If a project’s cost mix can be changed to reduce 
the size of the fixed cost component then a positive NPV 
may bc achievable at lower demand ieveis. However, there 
is a cost involved in such redesigns. over and above the 
mitn~.>wcr involved: the lower* break even point will have 
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been achieved at the cost of a reduced mtc of iucrease of 
NPV as demand rises. The n~k tree in Figure 5 presents 
an entirely different message. The manager can select a 
project which will perform acceptably no matter what 
demand conditions occur. Should it not be possible to 
delay the project start date, or if research to clarify future 
demand conditions is expensive, this is extremely useful 
knowledge for the manager. 

7: ordesed outcomes 

The previous section has illustrated the application of 
the ID3 algorithm to post prwessing decision tree mod& 
and has emphasised the potential gains in understanding 
which can stem from such an approach. Any mcdel with a 
similar sequential structure could similarly benefit. 
However, the discussion in the last section did not include 
any discussion of the branching critcclion used in applying 
I D3. The decision analyzed involve-d a8n tutcurne variable 
with three ordered categories, and as has been argued ID3 
can have problems with ordered outcome categories. A  
solution to this problem will now be presented. 

7.1: S im@ soiutions 

There are three possible approaches to this problem. 
The first is to ignore it, and invite the user of the rule tree 
to engage in further post processing based on any ordering 
information available outside the algorithm. This is 
feasible if the rule ~RX is simple. 

/I scconli apprruch is to use only two titcgorics for the 
output variable. In this caye, as was said earlier, difference 
and ordering are equivalent. This approach has an added 
benefit. Choice of measure of attribute importance seems 
of less significance. IM, Chi-square, and G, perform 
equivalently when the outcome variable has only two 
ca&gorics. 

7.2: Adaptis-@ the Algorithm 

A final approach to the problem is to change the 
algorithm. Each time a different branching criterion 
appears in the algorithm, I-M, G, or Chi-square, it seems 
reasonable to argue that a different algorithm has been 
created. Mtngers when discussing the problem of using 
I D3 to model noisy data substituted Chi-.square for the IM 
measure and called the resulting algorithm ID5 

There seems no reason to stop at this point. There are 
many statistical processes which are capable of using the 
c~dering information implied in a categorisation such as 
Good, IModerate, and Poor. An obvious way to allow ID3 
IO make use of ordering information therefore is to replace 
IM by some other statistical test. The appropriate test 

will depend on the form of the outcome variable. Thus 
this apptoach also deals with the problem of providing a 
reason for preferring one branching criterion to another. 

Using as an example the data in TaMe 1, suppose that 
it was generated by a set of real outcome variable values, 
NPVs, as shown in Table 10. 

CLASS NPV 
wa iws 
txul -177 
w -7s 
ixd 404 
avrg 21 
IEUI -144 
tl%.i -1S2 
bad -400 

Table 10 
Original NPV oats 

The bad category covers a wide range of experience. 
‘fable 11 shows the association between project choice and 
outcome variabIe value, with mrmbcrs in brackets 
representing frequencies. (There would be a similar table 
for each attribute variable.) The choice of which attribute 
lo branch on first here needs to bc based on a mcasurc of 
association which reflects at very least the ordering 
inherent in the good, average, and bad category labels, and 
possibly the ranking inherent in the NPV values 
themselves. The basic question to be asked of the data m  
Table 1 I is whether a difference exists between two 
batches of data, A  and B. 

A  i3 
(48) 6m (48) 21 
(12) -177 (12) -144 
(12)- 76 (12j -152 
(2.8) -904 (28) -40 

Tabfe 11 
Effect Of Project Choice On NPV 

This !ooks like a question which could be answered by 
applying a simple t test. However, in this context the 
normality assumption of the t test may not be met. 
Therefore a non parametric approach is needed. Further it 
is unreasonable to assume that an attribute variable can 
have only two classes. Therelore a test which can hold 
when more than two is required. These considerations 
imply that a non parametric equivalent to ANOVA is 
want& The Kruskai--laths test is generally recommended 
in these circumstances. A  description of this test can be 
found in Miltcr, Freund and Johnson [ 141. There remains a 
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further problem which must bc consicicrcd; there arc a 
large number of ties (equal vulaes) present in the data set. 
The test must therefore be amended to take this into 
atxmmt asdescribed in Siegel 1151. 

Applying the ii)3 algorithm, based on Kruskal-Hiallis, 
to the combination of Table 1 data as enriched in Table 
10, generates again the rule tree in Figure 1. This reflects 
the ordering information available. The amended versicn 
of ID3 performs as hoped. Simiiar results have been 
obtained with other cfecision trees. This approach sugges(r; 
the nature of lhc measures o!’ attribute and outcome 
variables used determines which hranchinp criterion is 
required. There is ol‘ course a limit on the form 01 
1 ;uiablea which can be considered. Every attribute or 
cwtcome variable value is capable of generating a branch 
in a rule tree. There is a strong case for parsimony. As 
t’cw catcgorics as is possible in the context of the decision 
being made, should be the aim. 

8: Summary and Conclusions 

ID3, (and by implication similar algorithms), has 
wrieus defects as a model building tooi. It also has defects 
ss a post processing tool for model output. These are 
t>vercome when the algorithm is applied in a limited 
domain. Decision tree structures, for example, are within 
that domain. This structure is sequential and consistent 
wilh a nested rule set of the kind that ID3 seeks tcl 
i&ntify. 

The application of ID3 is capable ot‘ producing a rule 
ucc tyhich carries inl’L)rmaiiw a&x)ut ihe key sources 01 
risk. The factors near the root of’ the rule tree have greatest 
significance in determining outcomes. If in an investment 
exampie project choice is a.t the root of the tree, the 
manager is in command since project choice determines 
outcome to a significant extent. If however, state of 
demand is at the root of the rule tree, then fate is in 
Command. 

Decision trees can become a bushy messes. In these 
circumstances the visual nature or the model, so often a 
boon in communicating the analysis to management, 
ceases to perform. Numerical output then dominates 
management disr:ussicw. Even sensitivity analysis is of 
limited use because the key factors determining the 
optimal output value are not clear. In these circumstances 
I D3 can petiorm a useful functi<mo, identifying key factors, 
~dentil‘ying robust alternatives, and often achieving 
!;ubstanlial complcxily reduction. 

Even in this limited application area however. there 
remain problems with the ID3 algorithm, most notably 
the choice of braaching criterion, and the Iqs OT 
information about the ordering relation between outcome 
!.ariable categories. The approach developed in this paper, 

which deals with both these issues, is to introduce a new 
statistical method into the a@orithm. For the types of data 
typical of decision tree examples Kruskal-Wallis has 
proved a us&11 approach. , 
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